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The Edmund Fitzgerald. broken in 3 sections.
lies in 530 feet of water in the eastern end
of lake Superior near Whitefish Bay
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TIIESTORM

Perhaps the most credible, if also the most ominous and bone-chilling, description
the chaotic conditions that night was recorded by the meteorologist in charge of the

. ~ 'onal Weather Service in Chicago. He wrote, "There has probably never been as
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The storm
Perhaps the most credible, if also the most
omino'u s and bone-chilling , description of the chaot :
conditions that night was recorded by the meteorol
in charge of the National Weather Service in Chicag _
He wrote, "There has probably never been as severe
storm on the [Great] Lakes as on the n i ght [of Nov ~~_
9-10,

1975]."

However, as Captain Ernest J. McSorley, en rou to Cleveland with a cargo of iron ore pellets,
maneuvered his vessel out of the Superior, Wiscons i
harbor at 1:30 on the sunny and tranquil Sunday
afternoon of that November 9, there was no hint of
peril ahead. As the first leg of his journey capta McSorley had to navigate the entire length of the
world's greatest body of fresh water, but he had d o ~
that hundreds o f times.
Dangerous and treacherous
waters of Lake Superior can be, but there was litt l e
thought of that as the happy captain and crew heade d
for home and fireside at the end of this last trip o~
the sailing season.
Unfortunately, nothing is ever certain for
mariners, and at best Superior is a big, bad lake.
only does it boast an immense surface area, it has ac
average depth o f 500 feet and a maximum depth of 1, 3
feet.
It is capable of producing waves of oceanic
dimension, and even during the summer months water
temperature does not rise to a level which will sus t
human l ife for any apprec i able period of time.
Seasoned sailors, aware of the possible perils, have
feelings ranging from respect to terror concerning
sailing on superior's waters.
captain McSorley was at the very least a season e
sailor.
Sailing since he was nineteen, he had worke d
his way up from deckhand to skipper years ahead of h is
sixty-sixth birthday_

He had demonstrated competenc e

at every level, and enjoyed the affection and respect
of the officers and crew of this as of every other
vessel which he had commanded. He neither gambled n or
drank, and habitually exhibited a calmness of demeano r.
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I n fact, as we will soon see, this very calm might
later have proved to be part of his undoing the night
of his death.
As the afternoon and evening wore on, the air of
festive jubilance brought on by thoughts of returning
home became tempered as the barometer fell and the
setting of the sun was preceded by an ominous darkening
o f the skies. One writer described what happened
during those hours this way:
The weather changed from Dr. Jekyll into Mr.
Hyde during that night -- a screaming Hyde at his
most murderous and schizophrenic. All day long
and the next day high winds and driving rain
battered northern Michigan, smashing small boats
against their docks, blowing out windows and
toppling building projects, forcing schools to
close and felling trees like Paul Bunyan's axe
working overtime. Winds up to seventy miles per
hour whipped out of the west and across the
country, leaving power failures in their wake.
Three youths were caught in a giant wave and
washed off a Lake Michigan pier.
One was rescued
by nearby surfers, but police began searching for
the bodies of the others.
Those of you familiar with the mighty Mackinac
Br idge may get some idea of the velocity of the storm
when you learn that the bridge swayed noticeably and in
one incident a truck toppled over into the top of a
pas senger car, requiring the truck driver to exit
through the windshield after he had kicked the glass
out . Indeed, had it not fallen on the car the truck
probably would have been catapulted into the raging
straits below. That and other hair-ra i sing occurrences
c au sed the bridge to be closed to all traffic.
Sometime after captain Mcsorley left superior,
is consin that beautiful Sunday afternoon, captain J.D.
ooper brought the freighter Arthur M. Anderson out of
Two Harbors, Minnesota, also laden with a cargo of iron
o re pellets. The Anderson followed Captain McSorley
d own the Lake at about a ten mile interval, and is the
s ource of most of what is known about that evening.
i
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Meanwhile, the worsening conditions must have
alarmed captain McSorley, because he broadcast a
general inquiry asking whether any vessel in the
vicinity of Whitefish Point, near the east end o f
lake and his only hope of shelter, knew whether th
light and radio beacon there were functioning.
I
response, he was advised by Captain Woodward who
upbound to Duluth aboard the Swedish vessel Afors
although he could see the lighthouse on the point
between snow squalls, he could neither see the I i
nor raise a message from the radio beacon. Woodwar
thought that McSorley sounded concerned, but did
have the impression that he felt distressed, thus
evidencing the habitual calm mentioned earlier.
Sometime after 7:00 p.m. the mate on the Anderson
advised captain Cooper that while he had radio con
with two salt water vessels some eight to ten mi les
further distant, he had had no further contact wi
captain McSorley. His great vessel, which was not
be seen on radar or otherwise, had simply disappe
from the seas.
It seemed simply unbelievable that
a vessel had gone down, but Captain Cooper said, "
know she's gone. You'd better start the alerts."
Following Captain Cooper's command to " ... st ~
the alerts," the united States Coast Guard set up a
command post at the Soo and broadcast urgent reques for all vessels in the vicinity to proceed as rapid:
as possible to the disaster scene. A veritable
flotilla of craft, including a number of large boats
both laden and light, heeded the request.
Parenthetically, my wife tells of a conversat i
with the captain of an oceangoing vessel in which s
repeatedly used the term "boat." The captain fros t ·
admonished her, saying "Madam, this is a ship. Boa are what one gets into when the ship is going down !- .
Nonetheless, she would have been correct on the Gr ea~
Lakes, be~ause even,though th~se lake freighters ma y
several tlmes the Slze of thelr salt water cousins
they are universally referred to as "boats."
'
The first physical evidence of the disaster was
observed near dawn, when wreckage was located near t he
place where the last message from Captain McSorley h a
been received, and that became the center of the
search.
One capsized lifeboat was found just off
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c opper Mine point on the Canadian coast, and damaged
r afts, life jackets and life rings bearing the vessel's
n ame were also located. No survivors were found -t hen or ever -- but some smaller bits of wreckage
s urfaced.
A thousand foot oil slick developed about
f ifty miles northwest of Sault Ste. Marie, since
a pproximately 48,000 gallons of oil from a total 72,000
g allon capacity would still have been aboard at the
t ime of the disaster.
To me one of the most eloquent of the scores of
photographs I have seen in connection with this
~ isaster i~ o~e showing a collection of some forty life
J ackets lald ln neat rows on the ground. These jackets
h ad been picked up in the vicinity of the wreck during
t hat day and are mute but conclusive evidence of the
s uddenness with which disaster struck. They had
f loated free because they had been stored above deck
a nd were readily available there, but no member of the
c r 7w,had been sufficiently perturbed by the impending
c rlS1S to even put one on.
By midweek the search for survivors was seriously
h ampered because fresh gales arose, accompanied by snow
s qualls which reduced visibility to zero.
Exhausted
searchers knew in their hearts that their quest was
hopeless, and finally conceded that no miracle was to
be . At noon on Wednesday, three days after the
di saster, the Coast Guard called a halt to the search
that had followed the worst shipping disaster on the
r eat Lakes in seventeen years.
I am sure that many of you have visited Pearl
Harbor, and have gone out to the spot beneath which the
battleship Arizona lies. Like myself, you have looked
down into the water knowing that the earthy remains of
1 103 seamen are there entombed in that huge steel
c~ sket, and have experienced an eerie sensation of,
di smay and desolation at that thought. That experlence
ca nnot be exactly duplicated in the presen~ case
because the spot where the broken vessel l~es cannot be
e signated with similar precision, and the bubbles
~h ich continue to arise from the Arizona are a~sent.
e vertheless most who sail those waters experlenc 7 a
similar feeling of emptiness knowing that twenty-nlne
, e n are entombed beneath the waters they cross.
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That these two stalwarts a th e
•
both with appalling abruptness sink to the bottom
disquieting thought.
I I.
THE VESSEL
. When on June 8, 1958 the Edmund Fitzgerald s l ~
down the ways into the river Rouge basin of the D e ---~
River, she ·represented the largest objec~ man had e
placed in fresh water . She was a celebrlty from
date that more than 10,000 people watched as Mrs.
Edmund Fitzgerald christened her in the name of h e r
husband. He was President of the Northwestern Mut
Life Insurance Company which owned the vessel and
leased her to the Columbia Division of Ogleby Norto •
Edmund's name s ake had a gross tonnage of 13,632 a nd
overall length of 729 feet.
That's within forty- f i .
feet of the height of the Carew Tower, and if you ha
placed her rUdder at the foot of the Taft Museum
entrance steps, she would have extended the entire
length of Lyt l e Park, a nd her bowsprit would have
passed our door and reached that of the University
Club. She had a beam of seventy-five feet __ narro
enough to thread through the Sao's eighty foot lacks
with just thir ty inches of clearance on each side!
Fitzgerald wa s and until 1971 remained the largest
on the Lakes. Statistics don't do much for me, but
those of you who love them, here are a few more.
The Fitzgerald had cost a record $8.4 million t o
build -- in 1958, and her 1976 reproduction cost was
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estimated to be in excess of $20 million, or about $48
million in 1992 dollars.
She was powered by a 7,000
horsepower steam turbine which was capable of
propelling her at more than sixteen miles per hour.
She repeatedly set shipping records.
In 1964 she
became the first Great Lakes vessel to carry more than
a million gross tons of ore through the Soo locks in a
single year, and in 1968 she topped that earlier record
by hauling 1.2 million tons through the locks.
Her
single trip load, a record set in 1969, was 27,402
tons. When the Fitz plunged to the bottom she was
carrying 26,116 tons of pellets -- enough to make about
7,500 automobiles.
She was coal fired until the 197172 winter lay-up when she was converted from coal to
oil, with the fuel tanks filling the space earlier
occupied by the old coal bunkers.
But the nostalgia of
old-timers if more centered on the grace of her lines,
and they remember the days when the heads of those on
shore always turned in adulation to watch the majestic
passing of the Queen of the Lakes.
The Edmund Fitzgerald boasted plush passenger
quarters, as did most vessels of her general type.
They consisted of two lovely twin bed bedrooms with
wall-to-wall carpeting, handsome drapes and appropriate
framed art on the wall; and each of these rooms had its
own handsome tiled bathroom.
I was privileged to make
a number of trips on other boats, but although I had
been aboard the Fitzgerald, I never made a trip on her.
That was because other available boats had four double
staterooms, and we took advantage of the opportunity to
travel in parties of eight -- usually eight men but
sometimes four couples. The staterooms lay on either
side of the vessel and opened into a corridor which led
into the grand salon, or lounge.
These beautifully
fur nished salons all featured a huge plate glass window
looking aft over the vessel, affording a fascinating'
vista at any time of the day or night. However, that
was in the lush days when such largesse was
commonplace, but as the steel industry began to suffer
as a result of Japanese competition and other factors,
the guest suites went into disuse.
So far as I know,
they have been only occasionally occup i ed since the
ear ly 1980s, and it is my understanding that the newer
ore spartan vessels no longer contain such passenger
accommodations.
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On at least one, and possibly on two, trips
I made on the Armco in the late sixties, captai n
McSorley was in command. On all the trips I ever
I have spent a great deal of time on.the b:idge , .
therefore got to know the skippers, lncludlng th l
·
reasonably well -- but that was a long t lme
ago.,
can really remember now about captain McSorley is
he was a gentleman of quiet demeanor who grew an ·----·
when talking about his ship and the Lakes, but was
otherwise rather withdrawn.
On several of these trips, center stage on
~
bridge was frequently occupied by a junior officer
Delmar Webster by name, who was at that time eithe=
Wheelsman or 3rd Mate. His was the dominant
personality on every boat he ever sailed on.
De l
came from a poor family background in the mounta in
West Virginia, and departed his one-parent home a
the last of a long series of unpleasant incidents
his father.
It is doubtful that his formal, if y o
call it that, education ever extended beyond the f ~
grade, but after some meanderings and misadventur es
and after his vulnerability to a left hook proved f
to a ring career, he ultimately found a new home 0
Lake freighters. His rise through the ranks was r~ 
and in a relatively short time he became a captai n ,
he presently has saltwater as well as Great Lakes
papers. An avid reader, his years on the waters ha _
given him an abundant opportunity for self-educat iowhich he has profitably employed, and his present
breadth of knowledge belies his background.
I am
pleased to say to that the close friendship which
developed between us endures to this day.
III.

THE CAUSE
S~me of the worst calamities of the world pose
causatlon problems, but there is not always a San
~
Andreas fault, a.Mrs. O'Leary's cow or a jury verdi c
t~ blame. Immedlately following the Edmund
Fl~zgerald's sinking, various theories began to be
v~lced. However, in this matter involving the sudde n
dlsappearance from the face of the earth of a huge a nd
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ma jestic vessel with appalling suddenness, and with
n e ither eyewitnesses nor survivors to offer testimony,
t h eories remain just that. -Educated guesses, maybe,
but no hypothesis has surfaced with the debris of the
smitten vessel form which any consensus has emerged.
Some after-the-fact evidence does exist, however,
in the form of video pictures taken in later years.
The first were taken in May of 1976 by the Coast Guard
us ing a cable-controlled camera to take black and white
video images of the boat. Much better color pictures
were taken -in the summer of 1989 when for three days
explorers using a submersible robot penetrated the
c old, deep water that has both cloaked and preserved
the Fitzgerald since its sinking.
Public interest in the s i nking o f the Fitz had
never fully died out, and the efforts of this
expedition and its pictures created a new spate of
national pUblicity.
In reporting the story in an
account accompanied by photographs, the Cincinnat i
Enquirer on August 25, 1989 observed that on the fatal
night the freighter "took on water and snapped in two
during the storm, sending all twenty-nine crewmen to
the lake bottom." That view represents the ultimate
oversimplification, but finds support of a sort in a
more extensive story published in the Columbus dispatch
of September 19, 1989 . That story is centered about a
Columbus resident, Bob Hitchens, who had sailed on the
Fitz as a deck watchman when in his early twenties, and
wh o said that the 729 foot boat seemed to "buckle and
b e nd in the middle". with all due respect to this then
y oung man, all such ships bend.
For example, I made
t r ips on the Ogleby Norton vessel Armco both before and
a f ter she was lengthened. They simply cut the vessel
i n two, add a section, then put it back together again
- - a process which boggles the mind, b ut which is
.
i r relevant here . Even before the lengthening, some
b ending was observable if one watched carefully in even
oderate seas, and th i s was much more pronounced
f ol lowing the lengthen i ng. As an official of the
Ogl eby Norton observed, "[the Fitzgerald] was
c o ns i dered to be the safest ship on t he Lakes.
It's
s t range if [Hitchens] felt apprehension a~out . th~
v e ssel. He waited fourteen years to mentIon 1t.
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The united States Coast Guard Board of Inqu ' .
convened in Cleveland in early December of 1975.
proceeding resulted in the conclusion, official ly
adopted by the Coast Guard, that the sinking of
Fitzgerald was caused by entrance of water into
hold of the ship as a result of two or more of t he
vessel's hatch covers becoming dislodged. The fa
that this finding had been made briefly appeared
settle the question of causation, but not for lon Jo
A laundry list of other possible causes of
disaster has been suggested, but many of them carr dismissed out of hand or at best after scant
consideration.
Included are the metal fatigue a n
structural defect theories, ne i ther of which fin ds
support in available technical data; the "three
sisters" theory, which contends that three waves 0
extraordinary dimensions struck in one, two, three
fashion, culminating in a deathblow; a theory
suggesting that the Fitz was suspended between t w
gigantic waves, one forward and one aft, wi th the
breaking in the middle of its own weight.
Historically, however, this has only occurred wi
light, not laden, vessels whose loads cause them
ride low in the water.
Other hypotheses are too
unlikely to merit mention.
In the perspective of history, it seems to me
it can now be said without serious refutation that
Fitzgerald sank because of a loss of buoyancy, wh i
simply a fancy way of saying that too much water .
hold took her down.
A serious difference of opin i
still exists, however, as to whether that water c ~
from above or from below. The Coast Guard theory (
some other experts are in agreement), opted for t he
"from above" theory, concluding specifically that
"[t]he flooding of the cargo hold took place throu
ineffective hatch closures as the boarding seas ro
over the Spar Deck." Evaluation of this conclusio
requires consideration of the hatch covers involved.
In the case of the Fitzgerald, there were twen ,one separate cargo hatches, each eleven feet wide b
forty-five feet long, arranged on twenty-four foot
centers down the midsection of the ship.
Each hatch
had a two foot high vertical combing surrounding the
opening upon which rested a hatch cover consisting of
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single piece of 5/16 inch steel fitted with a sealing
by
Each of these huge hatch covers 1was secured
gas k e t .
"h" h
sixty-eight manually operated "kestner camps w 1C
were arranged on approximately two foot centers around
the perimeter of the hatch. An electrically powered
hatch crane which moved up and down the vessel on
wheels running on tracks on either side of the vessel,
just inward from the port and starboard walkways,
removed and replaced the covers.
I have gone into some detail in the matter of
these hatch covers in order to dispel the idea that in
a storm of the demonstrated veracity they could be
tossed about like tiddlywinks. They could not because
they weighed six tons each. However, the forces
emanating from the striking of the vessel against the
bottom of the lake defies imagination. These forces
broke this great ship into three sections, and the
fo rward half, right side up, is now separated from the
af t by some 170 feet.
The third section is the center
portion of the boat, and is buried beneath the aft
section, which lies bottoms up. The extent to which
the presently existing damages to the hatch covers
preceded the sinking cannot be determined.
Even if
none of the hatches had been torn off before the
accident, one or more of them could have been blown
fr ee by the force of air compressed by the rapid intake
of water from a lower source. One of the studies,
arguing against the theory that the intake through
un secured hatches caused the sinking, point south that
the vast amount of water which submerged the decks
Nould have been much more apt to force the hatch covers
more tightly against their gaskets than to remove them.
The remaining theory, then , is that the decrease
in buoyancy resulted from the intake of water from
be low.
For whatever it may be worth, I subscribe to "
th is theory on the basis of a lot of reading and
i stening. Among the experts wi th whom I have talked
it Captain Delmar Webster, whom I mentioned earlier.
He was not only the master of a vessel in the immediate
ar ea of the disaster, the J. Burton Ayers but was also
th e first to pinpoint the precise location of the
sunken hull on the basis of the oil slick and bubbles
ar ising through the water.
If I am prejudiced in favor
of the theory endorsed by captain Webster, it is
because his opinion is based on his extensive maritime
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experience, and on his proximity to the tragedy -because it fits the facts.
That theory, first hinted at by captain
observation that he would not have wanted to
Fitzgerald's position because of the shallow wat .
holds that the Fitzgerald struck bottom in the v =-~-~~
of Caribou Island; springing her plates and pe
water to enter the vessel through the developing
The Caribou Shoal extends northward from Caribou
Island, but even though sands shift, soundings
were made back i n the twenties and thirties are
being used today.
In addition to the investigat :
conducted by the Coast Guard, another careful
investigation and report which picks up where Ca Cooper left off, was made by the Lake Carriers
Association. That report specifically "question
coast Guard's conclusion on hatch closure proced
"and goes on to reach an opinion directly contr
that of the Coast Guard, since the closure pro ced-~~,
were central to its view that therein lay the f a
As noted earlier, almost immediately after
Caribou Shoal the Fitzgerald reported a list, a d
that two ballast tank vents had been carried a wa
that two ballast pumps were in use.
However, t he
were only eight inches in diameter, so water enter·
through those two holes that could have been re a .
handled by the pumps.
Captain Cooper testified
the list seemed to have developed "real fast", a
only reasonable explanation is that vast amount s
water had poured in through openings between th e
vessel's plates caused by the striking of Caribo u
Shoal.
In support of its conclusion, the Associat io
report goes on to state, "After the initial damage
caused by the shoaling, the vessel labored in he a quartering seas for over three hours as it proceed
toward Whitefish Point. During this time excess i ve
working of the plates from rolling and pitching was
inev i table, accompanied by progressive extension of
initial damage." Its report concludes with this
statement:
"[T]he Association and its professiona
naval architects and advisors can find NOTHING in
available factors to support the Coast Guard's thes ·
that the sinking resulted from poor hatch closure
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procedures. We can't identify one such factor,
whereas, such factors do support shoaling as the cause
of the sinking."
Thus the most believable of the suggested reasons
for the tragedy is that advanced by the Lake Carriers
Association and supported by numerous experts,
including Captain Webster.
In summary, their studies
concluded that the vessel took water through ruptures
between the hull plates; that the intake was initially
too slow to be immediately noticed; that the volume of
the intake became greater as the stress of the
increasing storm caused a wider breach in the openings
in the vessel's bottom, but which continued to escape
unnoticed because by then general attention was
d i rected to the above deck consequences of the
ferocious storm; and that the Fitzgerald's baffling
disappearance from the Anderson's radar and from the
land of the living was, as demonstrated by the unused
life preservers, so devastatingly sudden that all were
taken unawares.
Two other intangibles strongly support the Lake
Carriers Association conclusion, but neither has been
publicly relied upon for obvious reasons.
The first is
that the Coast Guard would have been reluctant to admit
the deficiency of the official charts in failing to
accurately establish the location and depth of water
over the Caribou shoal.
It should be mentioned that
the Coast Guard presence in the area of the disaster
was woefully weak, consisting of a buoy tender at
Duluth, 320 miles away, and a 40 foot utility boat and
harbor tug, both in "repair status" at the Soo.
However, while that may have hampered search and rescue
efforts, it is irrelevant to the actual sinking, so
will not be dwelt upon here.
The fact remains,
however, that the Coast Guard could not be reasonably
expected to draw any more attention than necessary to
its own inadequacies.
The second, and considerably more telling
intangible arises from the high regard which all Great
Lakes maritime personnel had for the cautious Captain
McSorley. None had stomach for besmirching his dead
comrades' memory, and according avoided suggesting
"human error" as the cause. Nevertheless, it is a
ma t ter of record that he was seeking information
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concerning his exact location as he neared Car
Island. Unlike captain cooper, who had passed
shoal area many miles to the north, the Fitz
perilously close.
In his calm, measured tones
McSorley said that the vessel was listing to
immed i ately after passing the shoal, but he s .
nothing about having hit bottom.
It now appea=
probable almost to a certainty, however, that
one of the twenty-nine men aboard survived, h i
testimony would have established a sudden and se
grounding.
Silence on the part of the experts
expressing opinions from the known facts does
amount to perjury, and they can hardly be bla
their reluctance at offering accusatory views
revered captain who went down with his ship.
No tale of this terrible tragedy can be c
without a mention of a popular ballad written b;
songsmith Gordon Lightfoot under the title, " T e
of the Edmund Fitzgerald." Were I possessed of rick baritone frequently demonstrated by some f
podium I would sing you a couple of verses. s i
not so endowed, I will simply read to you the f ' _
stanzas:
In a musty old hall in Detroit they p~'~~'
in the maritime sailors' cathedral
the church bell chimed 'til it rang 29 -~___
for each man on the Edmund Fitzgerald.
The legend lives on from the Chippewa
of the big lake they call Gitche Gurnee
superior they said never gives up her
when the winds of November come earl y.
But time marches on, and the memories of ma •
alway s infallible and at best fragile, dr i ft into
uncertainty and obscurity. Meanwhile, the skel e
remains o f the Queen of the Great Lakes and of th who sailed her lie 530 feet deep in the frigid wa
the greatest of lakes. Those who knew and loved
and her men the best hope that, like the remains
Arizona and her crew/ they may rest undisturbed
throughout the ages.

